
Week 2 – Hitting 
Beginning Routine (10 min)   
Throwing (10 throws one knee, 7 throws from short distance, 3 throws from longer distance)  (10 min) 
Review batting stance & swing mechanics (5 min) 
 
Beginning Routine - Stretch, footwork (run straight, run backwards, shuffle left/right, crossover 
left/right, start backwards & turn to left/right & sprint forwards) 
 
Stations (12 min each): 

1.) Hitting off tee  
2.) Soft toss  
3.) Hitting mini-balls 
4.) Tee Drill-Heavy balls/mini-basketballs 

 
 

 
 

1. “See Ball, Turn Back”                         (Load) 
2. “Let the ball come to your feet”     (Most swings and misses, kids swing too early) 
3. “Turn Fast”                                          (LEGS power the swing ) 
4. “Head in Place”                                   (No reaching - for poorly located pitches) 
5. "Feet in Place"                                    (the key to for BALANCE)       

 
 
Soft Toss 
Toss balls from a 45 degree angle (not from the side - 90 degrees), from about 4-5’ away. Use a slight 
back swing to allow the batter to time their load ("Turn Back"). Toss the ball so it reaches the top of its 
arc at the intended contact point. This is ‘even with the front foot’ for pitches in the middle of the strike 
zone. 



Week 2 – Hitting 
Beginning Routine (5 min)   
Throwing (10 throws one knee, 5 throws standing still, 5 throws moving feet towards target)  (10 min) 
Review batting stance & swing mechanics (5 min) 
 
Beginning Routine - Stretch, footwork (run straight, run backwards, shuffle left, shuffle right), run bases.   
 
Stations (7 min each): 

1.) Hitting off tee  
2.) Soft toss  
3.) Hitting mini-balls 
4.) Tee Drill-Heavy balls/mini-basketballs 

 

 
 
 

1 “See Ball, Turn Back”                         (Load) 
2. “Let the ball come to your feet”     (Most swings and misses, kids swing too early) 
3. “Turn Fast”                                          (LEGS power the swing ) 
4. “Head in Place”                                  (No reaching - for poorly located pitches) 
5. "Feet in Place"                                   (the key to for BALANCE)       

 
 
Soft Toss 
Toss balls from a 45 degree angle (not from the side - 90 degrees), from about 4-5’ away. Use a slight 
back swing to allow the batter to time their load ("Turn Back"). Toss the ball so it reaches the top of its 
arc at the intended contact point. This is ‘even with the front foot’ for pitches in the middle of the strike 
zone. 


